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24. Semanti underspei�ation45 1. Introdution6 2. The domain of semanti underspei�ation7 3. Approahes to semanti underspei�ation8 4. Motivation9 5. Semanti underspei�ation and the syntax-semantis interfae10 6. Further proessing of underspei�ed representations11 7. Referenes1213 This artile reviews semanti underspei�ation, whih has emerged over the14 last three deades as a tehnique to apture several readings of an ambiguous15 expression in one single representation by deliberately omitting the di�erenes16 between the readings in the semanti desriptions. After lassifying the kinds17 of ambiguity to whih underspei�ation an be applied, important properties of18 underspei�ation formalisms will be disussed that an be used to distinguish19 subgroups of these formalisms. The remainder of the artile then presents var-20 ious motivations for the use of underspei�ation, and expounds the derivation21 and further proessing of underspei�ed semanti representations.22
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1. Introdution23 Underspei�ation is de�ned as the deliberate omission of information from24 linguisti desriptions to apture several alternative realisations of a linguisti25 phenomenon in one single representation.26 Underspei�ation emerged in phonology (see Steriade 1995 or Harris 200727 for an overview), where it was used e.g. for values of features that need not be28 spei�ed beause they an be predited independently, e.g., by redundany rules29 or by phonologial proesses. The prie for this simpli�ation, however, were ad-30 ditional layers or stages in phonologial proesses/representations, whih resur-31 faes in most approahes that use underspei�ation in semantis.32 In the 1980's, underspei�ation was adopted by semantiists. For seman-33 tis, the relevant linguisti phenomenon is meaning , thus, underspei�ed repre-34 sentations are intended to apture whole sets of di�erent meanings in one repre-35 sentation. Sine this does not apply to just any set of meanings, only those that36 orrespond to the readings of one linguisti expression, semanti underspei�a-37 tion emerges as a tehnique for the treatment of ambiguity. (Stritly speaking,38 underspei�ation ould be applied to semanti inde�niteness in general, whih39 also enompasses vagueness, see Pinkal 1995. But sine underspei�ation fo-40 usses almost exlusively on ambiguity, vagueness will be negleted.)41 While underspei�ation is not restrited to expressions with systematially42 related sets of readings (as opposed to homonyms), it is in pratie applied to43 suh expressions only. The bulk of the work in semanti underspei�ation44 fousses on sope ambiguity.45 2



In natural language proessing, underspei�ation is endorsed to keep se-46 manti representations of ambiguous expressions tratable and to avoid un-47 neessary disambiguation steps; a ompletely new use of underspei�ation48 emerged in hybrid proessing , where it serves as a ommon format for the results49 of deep and shallow proessing.50 Underspei�ation is used also in syntax and disourse analysis to obtain51 ompat representations whenever several strutures an be assigned to a spe-52 i� sentene (Marus, Hindle & Flek 1983; Rambow, Weir & Shanker 2001;53 Muskens 2001) or disourse, respetively (Asher & Fernando 1999; Duhier &54 Gardent 2001; Shilder 2002; Egg & Redeker 2008; Regneri, Egg & Koller 2008).55 This artile gives an overview over underspei�ation tehniques in seman-56 tis. First the range of phenomena in semantis to whih underspei�ation57 (formalisms) an be applied is skethed in setion 2.. Setion 3. outlines im-58 portant properties of underspei�ation formalisms whih distinguish di�erent59 subgroups of these formalisms. Various motivations for using underspei�ation60 in semantis are next outlined in setion 4..61 The remaining two setions fous on the derivation of underspei�ed seman-62 ti representations by a suitable syntax-semantis interfae (setion 5.) and on63 the further proessing of these representations (setion 6.).64 2. The domains of semanti underspei�ation65 Before introduing semanti underspei�ation in greater detail, ambiguous ex-66 pressions that are in priniple amenable to a treatment in terms of semanti67 3



underspei�ation will be lassi�ed aording to two riteria. These riteria68 ompare the readings of these expressions from a semanti and a syntati69 point of view, respetively, and are alled semanti and syntati homogeneity :70 � Do the readings all omprise the same semanti material?71 � Is it possible to give a single syntati analysis for all the readings?72 These riteria will lassify ambiguity in four lasses, whih only partially73 oinides with the taxonomy in Bunt (2007). In the desriptions of these lasses,74 I will also outline how they ompare to Bunt's lasses.75 2.1 Semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguities76 The main fous of attention in underspei�ation approahes to ambiguity is77 on ambiguous expressions that ful�l the two homogeneity onditions. Classi78 representatives of this group are quanti�er sope ambiguities. (The word quan-79 ti�er refers to DP meanings (sets of properties), exept in expressions suh as80 `universal quanti�er'.)81 As an example, onsider the well-worn (1) with the simplisti syntati82 analysis (2) and its two readings (3a) `for every woman, her own man' (8 > 9;83 `>' indiates sope of its left argument over the right one) and (3b) `one man for84 all women' (9 > 8). Here and in (21) below, unary branhing nodes are omitted.85 I ignore the disussion of whether inde�nite quanti�ers indeed introdue sope86 (see Kratzer 1998), my argumentation does not depend on this issue.87 (1) Every woman loves a man.88 4



(2) SDPevery woman VPVloves DPa man
89

The arrangement of the formulae in (3) highlights the fat that they onsist90 of the same three parts (roughly oiniding with the semanti ontributions of91 the verb and its two arguments), and that the relation of loving as introdued92 by the verb always gets lowest sope. The only di�erene between the formulae93 is the ordering of the semanti ontributions of the arguments of the verb.94 (3) a. 8x:woman0(x)! b. 9y:man0(y)^95 9y:man0(y)^ 8x:woman0(x)!96 love0(x; y) love0(x; y)97 Suh ases of quanti�er sope ambiguity are the prototypial domain for the98 appliation of underspei�ation, therefore, involved ases of quanti�er sope99 ambiguity are handled in advaned underspei�ation formalisms. Some of100 these ases have developed into benhmark ases for underspei�ation for-101 malisms. (4)-(6) belong to the group of these ases:102 (4) Every researher of a ompany saw most samples.103 (5) [Every man℄i read a book hei liked.104 (6) Every linguist attended a onferene, and every omputer sientist did,105 too.106 The subjet in (4) illustrates nested quanti�ation, where one quanti�er-107 introduing DP omprises another one. The hallenge of this example lies in108 5



the fat that the number of its readings is less than the number of the possible109 permutations of its quanti�ers (3! = 6). The sope ordering that is ruled out in110 any ase is 8 > most0 > 9 (Hobbs & Shieber 1987). (While most approahes111 follow Hobbs & Shieber in assuming �ve readings for examples like (4), Park112 1995 and Kallmeyer & Romero 2008 laim that in ases of nested quanti�ation113 no quanti�er may interfere between those introdued by the embedding and the114 embedded DP, regardless of their ordering. For (4), this would mean that the115 reading 9 >most0 > 8 would have to be bloked, too, see setion 3.1.)116 In (5), the anaphori dependeny of a book he liked on every man restrits117 the quanti�er sope ambiguity in that the DP with the anaphor must be in the118 sope of its anteedent (Reyle 1993).119 In (6), quanti�er sope is ambiguous, but must be the same in both sentenes120 (i.e., if every linguist outsopes a onferene, every omputer sientist does,121 too). This yields two readings, and there is a third reading where a onferene122 reeives sope over everything else, i.e., both linguists and omputer sientists123 attending the same onferene (Hirshb�uhler 1982; Crouh 1995; Dalrymple,124 Shieber & Pereira 1991; Shieber, Pereira & Dalrymple 1996; Egg, Koller &125 Niehren 2001).126 Other sope-bearing items an also enter into sope ambiguity, e.g., negation127 and modal expressions, as in the well-known examples (7) and (8):128 (7) Everyone didn't ome. (8 > : or : > 8)129 (8) A uniorn seems to be in the garden. (9 > seem or seem > 9)130 Suh ases an also be desribed in terms of underspei�ation. This an131 6



be e�eted by underspeifying the sope of the quanti�ers, with the other132 sope-bearing items being sopally �xed, e.g., in Minimal Reursion Seman-133 tis (Copestake et al. 2005).134 But ases of sope ambiguity without quanti�ers show that underspeifying135 quanti�er sope only is not general enough. E.g., ases of `neg raising ' (Sailer136 2006) like in (9) have a reading denying that John believes that Peter will ome,137 and one attributing to John the belief that Peter will not ome:138 (9) John doesn't think Peter will ome.139 Sailer analyses these ases as a sope ambiguity between the matrix verb140 and the negation (whose syntati position is invariably in the matrix lause.)141 Other suh examples involve oordinated DPs, like in (10), (11), or (12)142 (Hurum 1988; Babko-Malaya 2004; Chaves 2005b):143 (10) A man wants to marry Peggy or Sue.144 (11) Every man and every woman solved a puzzle.145 (12) Every lawyer and his seretary met.146 (10) shows that in oordinated DPs sope ambiguity an arise between the147 onjuntion and other sope-bearing material, i.e., it an emerge even in ases148 where DPs without sope (suh as proper names) are oordinated. (10) is three-149 way ambiguous: The onjuntion may have widest sope (there is either a man150 wishing to marry Peggy or another, possibly di�erent man wishing to marry151 Sue), intermediate sope between a man and want (one man either wishing to152 7



marry Peggy or wishing to marry Sue), or narrowest sope (one man wishing153 to marry either Peggy or Sue).154 (11) has two readings, every man and every woman solving their own (pos-155 sibly di�erent) puzzle, or one puzzle being solved by every man and every156 woman. This shows that there are no intermediate readings where something157 an sopally intervene between onjoined sope-bearing DPs.158 Finally, (12) has a reading in whih every lawyer meets his own seretary,159 and one in whih all the lawyers with their seretaries meet together. This160 example an be analysed in terms of a sope ambiguity between the operator161 G that forms groups out of individuals (assuming that only suh groups an be162 the argument of a prediate like meet) and the onjoined DPs (Chaves 2005b).163 If G has narrow sope with respet to the DPs, every lawyer and his seretary164 form a spei� group that meets (13a), if the DPs end up in G's restrition165 (indiated by brakets in (13)), there is one big meeting group onsisting of all166 lawyers and their seretaries (13b).167 (13) (a) 8x:lawyer0(x)! 9y:ser of 0(y; x)^ 9Z:[x 2 Z ^ y 2 Z℄^meet0(Z)168 (b) 9Z:[8x:lawyer0(x)! 9y:ser of 0(y; x)^ x 2 Z ^ y 2 Z℄^meet0(Z)169 Another group of sope ambiguities is less visible, beause it involves sope170 below the word level.171 (14) beautiful daner.172 (15) John's former ar.173 (16) John almost died.174 8



In (14), the adjetive may pertain to the noun as a whole or to the stem175 only, whih yields two readings that an roughly be glossed as `beautiful per-176 son haraterised by daning' and `person haraterised by beautiful daning',177 respetively (Larson 1998). This an be modelled as sope ambiguity between178 the adjetive and the nominal aÆx -er (Egg 2004). (15) as disussed in Lar-179 son & Cho (2003) is a ase of sope ambiguity between the possessive relation180 introdued by the Anglo-Saxon genitive 's and the adjetive former , whih181 yields the readings `ar formerly in the possession of John' or `ex-ar in the182 possession of John' (Egg 2007). Finally, the readings of (16), viz., `John was183 lose to undergoing a hange from being alive to being dead' (i.e., in the end,184 nothing happened to him) and `John underwent a hange from being alive to185 being lose to death' (i.e., something did happen) an be modelled as sope186 ambiguity between a hange-of state operator like BECOME and the adverbial187 (Rapp & von Stehow 1999; Egg 2007).188 Analyses of these ases in Generative Grammar reonstrut the ambiguity189 in terms of di�erent syntati onstellations that involve onstituents below the190 word level. These onstituents an orrespond to morphemes (as in the ase of191 daner or the Anglo-Saxon genitive), but need not (e.g., for the hange-of-state192 operator in the semantis of die). (Note that the existene of suh syntatially193 heterogeneous analyses is not inompatible with my laim that these ases are194 syntatially homogeneous: For syntati homogeneity it is suÆient that a195 single syntati analysis for all readings is possible.)196 The ases of semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguity dis-197 ussed so far have readings that not only omprise the same semanti building198 9



bloks, eah reading has in addition exatly one instane of eah of these build-199 ing bloks. This was highlighted e.g. for (1) in the representation of its readings200 in (3), where eah semanti building blok appears on a di�erent line.201 However, the de�nition of semantially and syntatially homogeneous am-202 biguity inludes also ases where the readings onsist of the same building203 bloks, but di�er in that some of the readings exhibit more than one instane204 of spei� building bloks.205 A prime example of this kind of semantially and syntatially homogeneous206 ambiguity is the ellipsis in (17). Its two readings `John wanted to greet everyone207 that Bill greeted' and `John wanted to greet everyone that Bill wanted to greet'208 di�er in that there is only one instane of the semanti ontribution of the209 matrix verb want in the �rst reading as opposed to two instanes in the seond210 reading (Sag 1976):211 (17) John wanted to greet everyone that Bill did.212 This is due to the fat that the pro-form did is interpreted in terms of a suit-213 able preeding VP, and that there are two suh suitable VPs in (17), viz., wanted214 to greet everyone that Bill did and greet everyone that Bill did. ((17) is a ase of215 anteedent-ontained deletion, see Shieber, Pereira & Dalrymple 1996 and Egg,216 Koller & Niehren 2001 for underspei�ed aounts of this phenomenon.)217 Another example of this kind of semantially and syntatially homogeneous218 ambiguity is the ase of the Afrikaans past tense in (18) (Sailer 2004). There219 are two tense markers, the ineted form of the matrix verb wou `wanted' and220 the auxiliary het in the subordinate lause, both of whih introdue a past tense221 10



operator. But these examples have three readings:222 (18) JanJan wouwant.PAST gebelalled het.have223 `Jan wanted to all/Jan wants to have alled/Jan wanted to have alled.'224 The readings an be analysed shematially (in the order given in (18)) as225 (19a-): I.e., the readings of (18) omprise one or two instanes of the past226 tense operator:227 (19) a. PAST(want0(j;^ (all0(j))))228 b. want0(j;^ PAST(all0(j)))229 . PAST(want0(j;^ PAST(all0(j))))230 Finally, the riterion `syntatially and semantially homogeneous' as de-231 �ned in this subsetion will be ompared to similar lasses of ambiguity from232 the literature. Syntati and semanti homogeneity is sometimes referred to as233 strutural ambiguity . But this term is itself ambiguous in that it is sometimes234 used in the broader sense of `semantially homogeneous' (i.e., syntatially ho-235 mogeneous or not). But then it would also enompass the group of semantially236 but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguities disussed in the next subsetion.237 The group of semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguities o-238 inides by and large with Bunt's (2007) `strutural semanti ambiguity' lass.239 Exeptions are the ambiguity of ompounds like math problem and the olle-240 tive/distributive ambiguity of quanti�ers, whih I lassify as syntatially but241 not semantially homogeneous: Di�erent readings of a ompound eah instan-242 11



tiate an unspei� semanti relation between the omponents in a spei�, non-243 idential way. Similarly, distributive and quantitative readings of a quanti�er244 are distinguished in the semantis by the presene or absene of a distributive245 or olletive operator, e.g., Link's (1983) distributive D-operator.246 2.2 Semantially but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguities247 The seond kind of ambiguity is semantially but not syntatially homoge-248 neous. The ambiguity has a syntati basis in that the same syntati material249 is arranged in di�erent ways. Consequently, the meanings of the resulting syn-250 tati strutures all onsist of the same semanti material (though di�erently251 ordered, depending on the respetive syntati struture), but no ommon syn-252 tati struture an be postulated for the di�erent interpretations.253 As a prime example of semantially but not syntatially homogeneous am-254 biguity, onsider the notorious modi�er attahment ambiguities as in (20):255 (20) Max strangled the man with the tie.256 There is no ommon phrase marker for the two readings of (20). In the257 reading that the man is wearing the tie, the onstituent the tie is part of a258 DP (or NP) the man with the tie. In the other reading, in whih the tie is the259 instrument of Max' deed, the tie enters a verbal projetion (as the syntati260 sister of strangled the man) as a onstituent of its own:261 (21) a. `tie worn by vitim' b. `tie as instrument of rime'262
12



SDPMax VPVstrangled DPDetthe NPNman PPwith the tie
SDPMax VP�VVstrangled DPthe man PPwith the tie

263
There is an intuitive 1:1 relation between the two phrase markers in (21)264 and the two readings of (20). None of the phrase markers would be suitable as265 the syntati analysis for both readings.266 Semantially but not syntatially homogeneous ambiguity is usually not267 desribed in terms of semanti underspei�ation in the same fashion as seman-268 tially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguity; exeptions inlude Muskens269 (2001), Pinkal (1996), or Rihter & Sailer (1996).270 In Bunt's lassi�ation, the group of semantially but not syntatially ho-271 mogeneous ambiguites are alled `syntati ambiguity'.272 2.3 Syntatially but not semantially homogeneous ambiguities273 The third kind of ambiguity is instantiated by expressions whose readings share274 a single syntati analysis but do not omprise the same semanti material.275 These expressions an be lassi�ed in four subgroups. Members of the �rst276 subgroup omprise lexially ambiguous words, whose ambiguity is inherited by277 the whole expression. E.g., the ambiguity of the preposition into between a278 dynami reading (a hange of state whose result is loation inside the objet279 denoted by the NP argument of the preposition) and a stative reading (a state280 of being partially outside and partially inside this objet) makes expressions281 like into the garden ambiguous, too.282 13



For polysemy (as opposed to homonymy) it is feasible to give an underspe-283 i�ed aount by modelling the semantis of the polysemous item in terms of284 the ore meaning ommon to all readings. This was worked out in the so-alled285 two-level semantis (Bierwish 1983; Bierwish & Lang 1987; Bierwish 1988),286 whih distinguished a level of semantis (where the ore meanings reside) and287 relegated the spei�ation of the individual readings to a oneptual level. In288 the ase of into, the ambiguity an be aptured in terms of a ore meaning that289 omprises an abstrat operator CHANGE. This operator an be instantiated290 on the oneptual level either temporally (yielding a hange-of state operator),291 or spatially (whih returns the stative reading) (Wunderlih 1991).292 Underspei�ation formalisms that take into aount polysemy omprise the293 semanti representation language in the PHLIQA question-answering system294 (Bronnenberg et al. 1979), Poesio's (1996) Lexially Underspei�ed Language295 LXUL, and Cimiano & Reyle's (2005) extension of Muskens's (2001) Logial296 Desription Grammar.297 Homonymy has not been a prime target of underspei�ation, beause there298 is not enough ommon ground between the readings that would support a suf-299 �iently distintive underspei�ed representation (that would not be idential300 to the representation of other lexial items). Consider e.g., jumper in its textile301 and its eletrial engineering sense: `onrete objet' as ommon denominator302 of the readings would fail to distinguish jumper from a similarly underspei�ed303 representation of the homonym pen (`writing instrument' or `devie for sheep').304 Suh lexial ambiguities were also sppotted in sentenes with quanti�ers that305 have olletive and distributive readings (Alshawi 1992; Frank & Reyle 1995;306 14



Chaves 2005a). E.g., in (22), the lawyers an at together or individually:307 (22) The lawyers hired a seretary.308 The distributive reading di�ers from the olletive one in that there is a309 quanti�ation over the set of lawyers whose sope is the property of hiring a310 seretary (instead of having this property apply to an entity onsisting of all311 lawyers together). The olletive reading laks this quanti�ation, whih makes312 expressions like (22) semantially heterogeneous.313 The proposed analyses of this ambiguity loate the ambiguity di�erently.314 The Core Language Engine aount (Alshawi 1992) and the Underspei�ed315 DRT (UDRT) aount of Frank & Reyle (1995) suggest an underspei�ation316 of the DP semantis (they refer to DPs as NPs) that an be spei�ed to a317 olletive or a distributive interpretation.318 Chaves (2005a) notes that mixed readings like in (23) are wrongly ruled out319 if the ambiguity is attributed to the DP semantis.320 (23) The hikers met in the train station and then left.321 His UDRT analysis plaes the ambiguity in the verb semantis in the form of322 an underspei�ed operator, whih an be instantiated as universal quanti�ation323 in the spirit of Link's (1983) aount of distributive readings.324 Lexially based ambiguity inludes also ompounds likemath problem. Their325 semantis omprises a not spei�ed relation between their omponents, whih326 is spei�ed di�erently in the various readings (e.g., for math problem, `mathe-327 matial problem' or `problem with understanding mathematis').328 15



Referential ambiguity is the seond subgroup of syntatially but not seman-329 tially homogeneous expressions, beause there are di�erent interpretations of330 a deiti expression, whih is eventually responsible for the ambiguity. For a331 disussion of referential ambiguity and its underspei�ed representation, see332 e.g. Asher & Lasarides (2003) and Poesio et al. (2006).333 Some ases of of referential ambiguity are due to ellipses where the VPs in334 terms of whih the pro-forms are to be interpreted omprise anaphors, e.g., the335 pro-form does and the VP walks his dog in (24):336 (24) John walks his dog and Max does, too.337 The interpretation of does in terms of walks his dog omprises an anaphor,338 too. This anaphor an refer to the same anteedent as the one in walks his dog339 (`strit' reading, Max walks John's dog), or to its own subjet DP in analogy340 to the way in whih the anaphor in John walks his dog refers (`sloppy' reading,341 Max walks his own dog). For muh more omplex examples of this kind, see342 Gawron & Peters (1990).343 A further kind of syntatially but not semantially homogeneous ambigu-344 ity where underspei�ation has been proposed is missing information (Pinkal345 1999). In this ase, parts of a message ould not be deoded due to problems346 in prodution, transmission, or reeption. These messages an be interpreted347 in di�erent ways (depending on how the missing information is �lled in), while348 the syntati representation remains onstant.349 Finally, the fourth subgroup is reinterpretation (metonymy and aspetual350 oerion). It an pattern with homonymy, if it is modelled in terms of un-351 16



derspei�ed operators that are inserted during semanti onstrution (Hobbs352 et al. 1993, D�olling 1995; Pulman 1997; de Swart 1998; Egg 2005). Suh353 operators will avoid impending lashes for semanti onstrution by being in-354 serted between otherwise (mostly) inompatible semanti material during the355 onstrution proess.356 This strategy an introdue ambiguity, e.g., in (25). Here a oerion oper-357 ator is inserted between play the Moonlight Sonata and its modi�er for some358 time, whih annot be ombined diretly; this operator an be spei�ed to a359 progressive or an iterative operator (i.e., she played part of the sonata, or she360 played the sonata repetitively):361 (25) Am�elie played the Moonlight Sonata for some time.362 The readings of suh expressions have a ommon syntati analysis, but,363 due to the di�erent spei�ation of the underspei�ed reinterpretation operator,364 they no longer omprise the same semanti material.365 Syntatially but not semantially homogeneous ambiguities (together with366 vagueness) enompass Bunt's (2007) lasses `lexial ambiguity', `semanti im-367 preision', and `missing information' with the exeption of ellipsis: In ellipsis368 (as opposed to inomplete utteranes), the missing parts in the target sentenes369 are reoverable from the preeding disourse (possibly in more than one way),370 while no suh possibility is available for inomplete utteranes (e.g., for the371 utterane Bill? in the sense of Where are you, Bill? ).372
17



2.4 Neither syntatially nor semantially homogeneous ambiguities373 To omplete the typology of ambiguity, there are also ambiguous expressions374 that are neither syntatially nor semantially homogeneous, but these have the375 status of marginal (and often joular) expressions like (26):376 (26) We saw her duk.377 The fringe status of this group might also be the reason why it does not378 show up in Bunt's (2007) taxonomy.379 2.5 The fous of underspei�ed approahes to ambiguity380 While underspei�ation an in priniple be applied to all four groups of am-381 biguity, most of the work on underspei�ation fousses on semantially and382 syntatially homogeneous ambiguity. In my opinion, there are two reasons383 for this: First, it is more attrative to apply underspei�ation to semanti-384 ally homogeneous (than to semantially heterogeneous) ambiguity: Suitable385 underspei�ed representations of a semantially homogeneous ambiguous ex-386 pression an delimit the range of readings of the expression and speify them387 fully without disjuntively enumerating them (for a worked out example, see388 the disussion of example (41) on p. 28f.).389 No suh delimitation and spei�ation are possible in the ase of seman-390 tially heterogeneous ambiguity: Here semanti representations must restrit391 themselves to speifying the parts of the readings that are ommon to all of392 them and leave open those parts that distinguish the spei� readings. Further393 18



knowledge soures are then needed to de�ne the possible instantiations of these394 parts (whih eventually delimits the set of readings and fully spei�es them).395 Seond, syntatially heterogeneous ambiguity seems to be onsidered less396 of an issue for the syntax-semantis interfae, beause there eah reading is397 motivated by a syntati struture of its own, and underspei�ed presentations398 of these readings would then anel out the di�erenes between the readings in399 spite of their independent syntati motivation. No suh syntati motivation400 of ambiguity is available for syntatially homogeneous ambiguity, whih makes401 it a muh greater hallenge for the syntax-semantis interfae (see setion 4.1402 for further disussion of this point).403 I will go along with the trend in underspei�ation researh and fous on404 syntatially and semantially homogeneous ambiguities in the remainder of405 this artile.406 3. Approahes to semanti underspei�ation407 This setion is devoted to the general desription of underspei�ation for-408 malisms. It will outline general properties that haraterise these formalisms409 and distinguish subgroups of them.410 I will �rst show that underspei�ation formalisms handle ambiguity by411 either desribing it or by providing an algorithm for the derivation of the dif-412 ferent readings of an ambiguous expression. Then I will point out that these413 formalisms may but need not distinguish di�erent levels of representation, and414 implement ompositionality in di�erent ways. Finally, underspei�ation for-415 19



malisms also di�er with respet to their ompatness (how eÆiently an they416 delimit and speify the set of readings of an ambiguous expression) and their417 expressivity (an they also do this for arbitrary subsets of this set of readings).418 3.1 Desribing ambiguity419 Underspei�ation is implemented in semantis in two di�erent ways, in that420 the readings of an ambiguous expression an either be desribed or derived . This421 distintion shows up also in Robaldo (2007), who uses the terms `onstraint-422 based' and `enumerative'. In a (no longer urrent) version of Glue Language423 Semantis (Shieber, Pereira & Dalrymple 1996) both approahes are mixed to424 handle anteedent-ontained deletion as in (17).425 The �rst way of implementing semanti underspei�ation is to desribe the426 meaning of an ambiguous expression diretly. The set of semanti representa-427 tions for its readings is haraterised in terms of partial information rather than428 in terms of disjuntion or enumeration. This haraterisation by itself delimits429 the range of readings of the ambiguous expression and spei�es them. I.e., the430 way in whih fully spei�ed representations for the readings are derived from431 the underspei�ed representation does not ontribute to the delimitation.432 This strategy is based on the fat that there are two ways of desribing a set:433 enumerating the elements or giving a property that haraterises all the and434 only the elements of the set. In the seond way, a set of semanti representations435 is de�ned by desribing the ommon ground between the representations only.436 This desription must be ompatible with all the and only the elements of the437 set. Sine it deliberately leaves out everything that distinguishes the elements438 20



of the set, the desription an only be partial.439 Most underspei�ation formalisms that follow this strategy distinguish an440 objet level (semanti representations) and a meta-level (desriptions of these441 representations) at this point. The formalisms de�ne the expressions of the442 meta-level and their relation to the desribed objet-level representations.443 3.1.1 A simple example444 As an illustration, onsider one more (27) [= (1)℄ and its 89- and 98-readings445 (28a-b) [= (3a-b)℄:446 (27) Every woman loves a man447 (28) (a) 8x:woman0(x)! 9y:man0(y) ^ love0(x; y)448 (b) 9y:man0(y) ^ 8x:woman0(x)! love0(x; y)449 A desription of the ommon ground in (28) an look like this:450 (29) 28x: woman0(x)! 2love0 (x; y)9y: man0(y) ^2451 In (29), we distinguish four fragments of semanti representations (here,452 �-terms) whih may omprise holes (parts of fragments that are not yet de-453 termined, indiated by `2'). Then there is a relation R between holes and454 fragments (depited as dotted lines), if R holds for a hole h and a fragment F ,455 F must be part of the material that determines h.456 R determines a partial sope ordering between fragments: A fragment F1457 has sope over another fragment F2 i� F1 omprises a hole h suh that R(h; F2)458 21



or R(h; F3), where F3 is a third fragment that has sope over F2 (f. e.g. the459 de�nition of `qeq relations' in Copestake et al. 2005). Furthermore, we assume460 that variable binding operators in a fragment F bind ourrenes of the respe-461 tive variables in all fragments outsoped by F (ignoring the so-alled variable462 apturing problem, see Egg, Koller & Niehren 2001) and that the desription463 expliates all the fragments of the desribed objet-level representations.464 The desription (29) an then be read as follows: The fragment at the top465 onsists of a hole only, i.e., we do not yet know what the desribed represen-466 tations look like. However, sine the relation R relates this hole and the right467 and the left fragment, they are both part of these representations - only the468 order is open. Finally, the holes in both the right and the left fragment are469 related to the bottom fragment in terms of R, i.e., the bottom fragment is in470 the sope of either quanti�er. The only semanti representations ompatible471 with this desription are (28a-b), as desired.472 To derive the desribed readings from suh a onstraint (its solutions), the473 relation R between holes and fragments is monotonially strengthened until all474 the holes are related to a fragment, and all the fragments exept the one at the475 top are identi�ed with a hole (this is alled `plugging' in Bos 2004).476 In our example, one an strengthen R by adding the pair onsisting of the477 hole in the left-hand fragment and the right-hand fragment. Here the relation478 between the hole in the universal fragment and the bottom fragment in (29)479 is omitted beause it follows from a spei� property of R: If R(h1; F1), and480 F1 omprises a hole h2 suh that R(h2; F2), then R(h1; F2). This property is481 eventually based on the fat that the order models a part-of relation between482 22



holes and fragments.483 (30) 28x: woman0(x)!484 2(y)9y: man0(y)^485 2(y)love0(x; y)486 Identifying the hole-fragment pairs in R in (30) then yields (28a), one of the487 solutions of (29). The other solution (28b) an be derived by �rst adding to R488 the pair onsisting of the hole in the right fragment and the left fragment.489 Underspei�ation formalisms that implement sope in this way omprise490 Underspei�ed Disourse Representation Theory (UDRT; Reyle 1993; Reyle491 1996; Frank & Reyle 1995), Minimal Reursion Semantis (MRS, Copestake492 et al. 2005), the Constraint Language for Lambda Strutures (CLLS; Egg,493 Koller & Niehren 2001), the language of Dominane Constraints (DC, subsumed494 by CLLS; Althaus et al. 2001), Hole Semantis (HS; Bos 1996; Bos 2004;495 Kallmeyer & Romero 2008), and Logial Desription Grammar (Muskens 2001).496 Koller, Niehren & Thater (2003) show that expressions of HS an be trans-497 lated into expressions of DC and vie versa; Fuhss et al. (2004) desribe how498 to translate MRS expressions into DC expressions. Player (2004) laims that499 this is due to the fat that UDRT, MRS, CLLS, and HS are the same `modulo500 osmeti di�erenes', however, his omparison does not pertain to CLLS but to501 the language of dominane onstraints.502 Sope relations like the one between a quantifying DP and the verb it is503 an argument of an also be expressed in terms of suitable variables. This is504 implemented e.g. in the Underspeied Semanti Desription Language (USDL;505 23



Pinkal 1996, Niehren, Pinkal & Ruhrberg 1997; Egg & Kohlhase 1997 present506 a dynami version of this language). In USDL, the onstraints for (27) are507 expressed by the equations in (31):508 (31) (a) X0 = C1(every woman�Lx1(C2(love�x2�x1)))509 (b) X0 = C3(a man�Lx2(C4(love�x2�x1)))510 Here `every woman' and a man' stand for the the two quanti�ers in the511 semantis of (27), `�' denotes expliit funtional appliation in the metalan-512 guage, and `Lx', �-abstration over x.513 These equations an now be solved by an algorithm like the one in Huet514 (1975). E.g., for the 89-reading of (27), the variables would be resolved as in515 (32a-). This yields (32d), whose right hand side orresponds to (28a):516 (32) (a) C1 = C4 = �P:P517 (b) C2 = �P:a man�Lx2(P )518 () C3 = �P:every woman�Lx1(P )519 (d) X0 = every woman0�Lx1(a man�Lx2(love�x2�x1))520 Another way to express suh sope relations is used in the version of the521 Quasi-Logial Form (QLF) in Alshawi & Crouh (1992), whih uses list-valued522 meta-variables in semanti representations whose spei�ation indiates quanti-523 �er sope. Consider e.g. the (simpli�ed) representation for (27) in (33a), whih524 omprises an underspei�ed soping list (the variable s before the olon). Here525 the meanings of every woman and a man are represented as omplex terms;526 suh terms omprise (among other things) term indies (+m and +w) and the527 24



restritions of the quanti�ers (man and woman, respetively). Speifying this un-528 derspei�ed reading to the reading with wide sope for the universal quanti�er529 then onsists in instantiating the variable s to the list [+w,+m℄ in (33b), whih530 orresponds to (28a):531 (33) (a) s:love(term(+w,...,woman,...), term(+m,...,man,...))532 (b) [+w,+m℄:love(term(+w,...,woman, ...),533 term(+m,...,man,...))534 Even though QLF representations seem to di�er radially from the ones535 that use dominane onstraints, Lev (2005) shows how to translate them into536 a expressions of an underspei�ation formalism based on dominane relations537 (viz., Hole Semantis).538 Finally, I will show how Glue Language Semantis (GLS; Dalrymple et al.539 1997; Crouh & van Genabith 1999; Dalrymple 2001) handles sope ambiguity.540 Eah lexial item introdues so-alledmeaning onstrutors that relate syntati541 onstituents (I abstrat away from details of the interfae here) and semanti542 representations. E.g., for the proper name John, the onstrutor is `DP ;543 john0', whih states that the DP John has the meaning john0 (`;' relates544 syntati onstituents and their meanings).545 In more involved ases, suh statements are arguments of onnetives of546 linar logi like the onjuntion 
 and the impliation �Æ , e.g., the meaning547 onstrutor for love:548 (34) 8X;Y:DPsubj ; X 
DPobj ; Y �Æ S ; love0(X;Y )549 25



In prose: Whenever the subjet interpretation in a sentene S is X and550 the objet interpretation is Y , then the S meaning is love0(X;Y ). I.e., these551 onstrutors speify how the meanings of smaller onstituents determine the552 meaning of a larger onstituent.553 The impliation �Æ is resoure-sensitive: `A �ÆB' an be paraphrased as554 `use a resoure A to derive (or produe) B'. The resoure is `onsumed' in555 this proess, i.e., no longer available for further derivations. Thus, from A and556 A �ÆB one an dedue B, but no longer A. For (34), this means that after557 deriving the S meaning the two DP interpretations are no longer available for558 further proesses of semanti onstrution (onsumed).559 The syntax-semantis interfae ollets these meaning onstrutors during560 the onstrution of the syntati struture of an expression, and, ruially,561 instantiates and/or identi�es spei� onstituents that are mentioned in them.562 For ambiguous expressions suh as (27), the resulting olletion of meaning563 onstrutors an be regarded as an underspei�ed representation of its di�erent564 readings. Representations for the readings of the expression an then be derived565 from this olletion of onstrutors by linear-logi dedution.566 In the following, the presentation is simpli�ed in that DP-internal semanti567 onstrution is omitted and only the DP onstrutors are given:568 (35) (a) 8H;P:(8x:DP; x�ÆH ;t P (x))�ÆH ; every0(woman0; P )569 (b) 8G;R:(8y:DP; y �ÆG;t R(y))�ÆG; a0(man0; R)570 The semantis of every woman in (35a) an be paraphrased as follows:571 Look for a resoure of the kind `use a resoure that a DP semantis is x,572 26



to build the truth-valued (subsript t of ;) meaning P (x) of another on-573 stituent H'. Then onsume this resoure and assume that the semantis of574 H is every0(woman0; P ); here every0 abbreviates the usual interpretation of575 every . The representation for a man works analogously.576 With these onstrutors for the verb and its arguments, the semanti rep-577 resentation of (27) in GLS is (36d), the onjuntion of the onstrutors of the578 verb and its arguments. Note that semanti onstrution has identi�ed the DPs579 that are mentioned in the three onstrutors:580 (36) (a) 8H;P:(8x:DPsubj ; x�ÆH ;t P (x)) �ÆH ; every0(woman0; P )581 (b) 8G;R:(8y:DPobj ; y �ÆG;t R(y))�ÆG; a0(man0; R)582 () 8X;Y:DPsubj ; X 
DPobj ; Y �Æ S ; love0(X;Y )583 (d) (36a)
(36b)
(36)584 From suh onjuntions of onstrutors, fully spei�ed readings an be de-585 rived. For (27), the sope ambiguity is modelled in GLS in that two di�erent586 semanti representations for the sentene an be derived from (36d).587 Either derivation starts with hoosing one of the two possible spei�ations588 of the verb meaning in (36), whih determine the order in whih the argument589 interpretations are onsumed:590 (37) (a) 8X:DPsubj ; X �Æ (8Y:DPobj ; Y �Æ S ; love0(X;Y ))591 (b) 8Y:DPobj ; Y �Æ (8X:DPsubj ; X �Æ S ; love0(X;Y ))592 I will now illustrate the derivation of the reading of 89-reading of (27). The593 next step uses the general derivation rule (38) and the instantiations in (39):594 27



(38) from A�ÆB and B �ÆC one an dedut A�ÆC595 (39) G 7! S, Y 7! y, and R 7! �y:love0(X; y))596 From spei�ation (37a) and the objet semantis (36b) we then obtain597 (40a), this goes then together with the subjet semantis (36a) to yield (40b),598 a notational variant of (28a):599 (40) (a) 8X:DPsubj ; X �Æ S ; a0(man0; �y:love0(X; y))600 (b) every0(woman0; �x:a0(man0; �y:love0(x; y))601 The derivation for the other reading of (27) hooses the other spei�ation602 (37b) of the verb meaning and works analogously.603 3.1.2 A more involved example604 After this expository aount of the way that the simple ambiguity of (27) is605 aptured in various underspei�ation formalisms, reonsider the more involved606 nested quanti�ation in (41) [= (4)℄, whose onstraint is given in (42).607 (41) Every researher of a ompany saw most samples608
(42)

29y:ompany0(y) ^2 of 0(x; y)8x:(researher0(x) ^2) !2 see0(x; z)most0(sample0; �z:2)609 As expounded in setion 2.1, not all sope relations of the quanti�ers are610 possible in (41). I assume that (41) has exatly �ve readings, the one that is611 ruled out and hene must be exluded in a suitable underspei�ed representation612 of (41) is the one with the sope ordering 8 >most0 > 9.613 28



As a �rst step of disambiguation, we an order the existential and the uni-614 versal fragment. Giving the former narrow sope yields (43):615
(43)

29y:ompany0(y) ^2of 0(x; y)8x:(researher0(x) ^2) !2 see0(x; z) most0(sample0; �z:2)616 But one the existential fragment is outsoped by the universal fragment, it617 an no longer interat sopally with the most- and the see-fragment, beause it618 is part of the restrition of the universal quanti�er. I.e., there are two readings619 to be derived from (43), with the most-fragment soping below or above the620 universal fragment. This rules out a reading in whih most sopes below the621 universal, but above the existential quanti�er:622 (44) (a) 8x:(researher0(x) ^ 9y:ompany0(y) ^ of 0(x; y))!623 most0(sample0; �z:see0(x; z))624 (b) most0(sample0; �z8x:(researher0(x) ^ 9y:ompany0(y) ^625 of 0(x; y))! see0(x; z))626 The seond way of �xing the sope of the existential w.r.t. the universal627 quanti�er in (42) gives us (45):628
(45)

28x:(researher0(x) ^2) !2of 0(x; y)9y:ompany0(y) ^2 see0(x; z) most0(sample0; �z:2)629
29



This onstraint desribes three readings, whose di�erene is whether the630 most-fragment takes sope over, between, or below the other two quanti�ers.631 In sum, onstraint (42) enompasses the �ve desired interpretations:632 (46) (a) most0(sample0; �z9y:ompany0(y) ^ 8x:(researher0(x) ^633 of 0(x; y))! see0(x; z))634 (b) 9y:ompany0(y) ^most0(sample0; �z8x:(researher0(x) ^635 of 0(x; y))! see0(x; z))636 () 9y:ompany0(y) ^ 8x:(researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; y))!637 most0(sample0; �z:see0(x; z))638 Kallmeyer & Romero (2008) blok reading (46b) by the additional onstraint639 that the quanti�er Q1 from the embedding DP outsopes the (immediate) sope640 of the quanti�er Q2 from the embedded DP. If this is resolved to identity, Q2641 has immediate sope over Q1, otherwise, Q1 has sope over Q2.642 For (42), this would a�et the partial resolution in (45): Here the universal643 Q1-fragment would have to be equated with the hole in the existential Q2-644 fragment, i.e., there would be no more gap for the most-fragment to slip in645 between. The additional onstraint would not a�et the partial resolution in646 (44), where the universal fragment has sope over the existential fragment, and647 hene also over its sope hole, whih would yield four readings altogether.648 However, (41) is only a simple ase of nested quanti�ation. The hallenge649 for underspei�ed representation lies in the fat that expressions with suh650 nested quantifying DPs have less readings than the fatorial of the number of651 the involved DPs, sine some soping options are ruled out. For instane, simple652 30



sentenes onsisting of a transitive verb with two arguments that together om-653 prise n quantifying DPs have C(n) readings, where C(n) is the Catalan number654 of n (C(n) = (2n)!(n+1)!n!). E.g., example (47) has 5 nested quanti�ers and thus655 C(5) = 42 readings (Hobbs & Shieber 1987). Appropriate underspei�ation656 formalisms an handle nested quanti�ation in general.657 (47) Some representative of every department in most ompanies saw a few658 samples of eah produt659 This example highlights the two main harateristis of this approah to660 semanti underspei�ation: Underspei�ed expressions (typially, of a meta-661 level formalism) desribe a set of semanti representations and at the same662 time intend to delimit and fully speify the range of this set. The derivation663 of solutions from suh expressions does thus not add information in that it664 restrits the number of solutions in any way.665 3.2 Deriving ambiguity666 The seond approah to semanti underspei�ation di�ers in that it does not667 diretly desribe objet-level semanti representations. For example, represen-668 tations of struturally ambiguous expressions in the formalism of Shubert &669 Pelletier (1982) desribe the semantis of DPs as terms, i.e., sope-bearing ex-670 pressions whose sope has not been determined yet. Terms are triples of a671 quanti�er, a bound variable, and a restrition. E.g., the initial semanti repre-672 sentation of (27) is (48), whih losely resembles its syntati struture:673 (48) love0(hforall x woman0(x)i; hexists y man0(y)i)674 31



The set of fully spei�ed representations enompassed by suh a represen-675 tation is then determined by a resolution algorithm that integrates terms by676 `disharging' them at appropriate positions within the representation (i.e., ap-677 plying them to suitable parts of the representation and thereby determining678 their sope). E.g., to obtain the representation (28a) for the `89'-reading of679 (27) one would �rst integrate the existential term (formally: replae it by the680 bound variable and pre�x the quanti�er with the term's bound variable and681 restrition to the resulting expression), whih yields (49):682 (49) 9y:man0(y) ^ love0(hforall x woman0(x)i; y)683 Integrating the remaining term then yields (28a); to derive (28b) from (48),684 one would have to integrate the universal term before the existential one. Suh685 an approah is adopted e.g. in the Core Language Engine version desribed in686 Moran (1988) and Alshawi (1992).687 While the resolution of representations suh as (48) is intuitively lear,688 Hobbs & Shieber (1987) show that a rather involved algorithm is alled for689 to prevent overgeneration in more ompliated ases, in partiular, for nested690 quanti�ation. Initial semanti representations for nested quanti�ation om-691 prise nested terms, onsider e.g. the representation (50) for (41):692 (50) see0(hforall x researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; hexists y ompany0(y)i)i;693 hmost z sample0(z)i)694 Here the restrition on the resolution is that the inner quanti�er may never695 be integrated before the outer one, whih in the ase of (41) rules out the696 32



unwanted 6th possible permutation of the quanti�ers. Otherwise, this permu-697 tation ould be generated by integrating the terms in the order `most0;9;8'.698 I.e., the algorithm must be designed in suh a way that it does the work of (42).699 Suh resolution algorithms lend themselves to a straightforward integration700 of preferene rules suh as `eah outsopes other determiners', see setion 6.4.701 Other ways of handling nested quanti�ation in terms of externally restrit-702 ing the resolution of underspei�ed representations have been disussed in the703 literature. First, one ould blok vauous binding (even though vauous bind-704 ing would not make formulae ill-formed), i.e., requesting an appropriate bound705 variable in the sope of every quanti�er. Translated into Hobbs & Shieber's706 (1987) terms, this would mean that in the resolution of the representation (52)707 for (51) the step from (52) to (53) is bloked, beause the disharged quanti�er708 fails to bind an ourene of a variable y in its sope (the only ourrene of709 y in its sope is inside a term, hene not aessible for binding). Thus, the710 unwanted solution (54) annot be generated:711 (51) Every researher of a ompany ame712 (52) ome0(hforall x researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; hexists y ompany0(y)i)i)713 (53) 9y:ompany0(y) ^ ome0(hforall x researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; y)i)714 (54) 8x:(researher0(x) ^ of 0(x; y))! 9y:ompany0(y) ^ ome0(x)715 But Keller (1988) shows that this strategy is not general enough: If there is a716 seond instane of the variable that is not inside a term, as in the representation717 (56) for (55), the analogous step from (56) to (57) annot be bloked, even718 33



though it would eventually lead to struture (58) where the variable y within719 the restrition of the universal quanti�er is not bound:720 (55) Every sister of [a boy℄i hates himi721 (56) hate0(hforall x sister-of 0(x; hexists y boy0(y)i)i; y)722 (57) 9y:boy(y) ^ hate0(hforall x sister-of 0(x; y)i; y)723 (58) 8x:sister-of 0(x; y)! 9y:boy(y) ^ hate0(x; y)724 A seond way of handling nested quanti�ation (Nerbonne 1993) is restrit-725 ing the solutions of underspei�ed representations to losed formulae (without726 free variables), although free variables do not make formulae ill-formed.727 While this approah does not run into problems with sentenes suh as (55),728 it is not too eÆient, however, in that one has to perform resolution steps �rst729 before the result an be heked against the losedness requirement. Further730 disadvantages of this strategy are that it alls for an (otherwise redundant)731 bookkeeping of free variables (Nerbonne speaks of `overspei�ed' representa-732 tions) and that it bars the possibility of modelling the semanti ontribution of733 non-anaphori pronouns in terms of free variables.734 Another formalism that belongs to this group is Ambiguous Prediate Logi735 (APL; Jaspars & van Eijk 1996). It desribes sope underspei�ation in736 terms of so-alled formulae, in whih ontexts (strutured lists of sope-bearing737 operators) an be pre�xed to expressions of prediate logi (or other formulae).738 E.g., (59a) indiates that the existential quanti�er has wide sope over the739 universal one, sine they form one list element together, whereas negation, being740 34



another element of the same list, an take any sope w.r.t. the two quanti�ers,741 viz., wide, intermediate, or narrow sope. In ontrast, (59b) expresses that the742 sope of the existential quanti�er and negation is open, and that the universal743 quanti�er an have sope over or below (not between) the other operators, i.e.,744 four soping possibilities.745 (59) (a) (9x28y2;:2)Rxy746 (b) ((9x2;:2)2;8y2)Rxy747 Expliit rewrite rules serve to derive the set of solutions from these formulae.748 In a formula C(�), one an either take any simple list element from the ontext749 C and apply it to �, or take the last part of a omplex list element, e.g., 8y2750 from 9x28y2 in (59a). This would map (59a) onto (60a), whih an then be751 rewritten as (60) with the intermediate step (60b):752 (60) (a) (9x2;:2)8y:Rxy753 (b) (9x2):8y:Rxy754 () 9x::8y:Rxy755 In sum, the underspei�ation formalisms expounded in this subsetion give756 initial underspei�ed representations for ambiguous expressions that do not by757 themselves delimit the range of intended representations fully, this delimitation758 is the joint e�et of the initial representations and the resolution algorithm.759 The di�erene between underspei�ation formalisms that desribe the read-760 ings of an ambiguous expression and those that derive these readings is thus761 not the existene of a suitable algorithm to enumerate the readings (see setion762 35



6. for suh algorithms for desriptive underspei�ation formalisms), but the763 question of whether suh an algorithm is essential in determining the set of764 solutions.765 3.3 Levels of representation766 In the previous setions, underspei�ation formalisms were introdued as dis-767 tinguishing a meta and an objet level of representation. This holds good for the768 majority of suh formalisms, but in other ones both the underspei�ed and the769 fully spei�ed representations are expressions of the same kind (what Cimiano770 & Reyle 2005 all `representational' as opposed to `desriptive' approahes).771 UDRT (Reyle 1993, 1996) is a prime example of suh a formalism. UDRT772 separates information on the ingredients of a semanti representation (DRS773 fragments) from information on the way that these fragments are ombined.774 Consider e.g. (61) and its representation in (62):775 (61) Everybody didn't pay attention776
(62) hl> : hl1 : xhuman(x) ) X , l2: : X , l3: x pay attention i, ORDi777

In prose: The whole struture (represented by the label l>) onsists of a set778 of labelled DRS fragments (for the semanti ontributions of DP, negation, and779 VP, respetively) that are ordered in a way indiated by a relation ORD.780 For an underspei�ed representation of the two readings of (61), the sope781 36



relations between l1 and l2 are left open in ORD:782 (63) ORD = hl> � l1; l> � l2; sope(l1) � l3; sope(l2) � l3i.783 Here `�' means `has sope over', and sope maps a DRS fragment onto the784 empty DRS box it ontains. Fully spei�ed representations for the readings785 of (61) an then also be expressed in terms of (62). In these ases, ORD786 omprises in addition to the items in (63) a relation to determine the sope787 between universal quanti�er and negation, e.g., sope(l1) � l2 for the reading788 with wide sope of the universal quanti�er.789 Another instane of suh a `monostratal' underspei�ation formalism is the790 (revised) Quasi-Logial Form (QLF) of Alshawi & Crouh (1992), whih uses791 list-valued meta-variables in semanti representations whose spei�ation indi-792 ates quanti�er sope. The simpli�ed representation for (27) in (33a) illustrated793 this point, the only di�erene between a sopally underspei�ed representation794 and one of its sopally spei�ed solutions is the instantiation of a variable with795 an ordered list of (bound variables of) sope-bearing elements.796 Kempson & Cormak (1981) also assume a single level of semanti repre-797 sentation (higher-order prediate logi) for quanti�er sope ambiguities. Their798 example is (64), and its underspei�ed representation merely states the exis-799 tene of a set of two examiners and one of six sripts, suh that eah of the800 researhers marks one of the sripts, and eah sript is marked by one of the801 researhers:802 (64) Two examiners marked six sripts803 37



This weak representation then is entailed by all the readings of (64), e.g., the804 one that eah researher marked eah sript, or the one that eah researher805 marked six di�erent sripts. For ases in whih a fully spei�ed reading is806 entailed by the other(s), like in the ase of (27), this weakest reading is taken807 as semanti representation.808 3.4 Compositionality809 Another distintion between underspei�ation formalisms entres upon the810 notion of resoure: In most underspei�ation formalisms, the elements of a811 onstraint show up at least one in all its solutions, in fat, exatly one, exept812 in speial ases like ellipses. This holds e.g. in UDRT, where onstraints and813 their solutions share the same set of DRS fragments, in CLLS (Egg, Koller814 & Niehren 2001), where the relation between onstraints and their solutions815 is de�ned as an assignment funtion from node variables (in onstraints) to816 nodes (in the solutions), or in Glue Language Semantis, where this resoure-817 sensitivity is expliitly enoded in the semanti representations (expressions of818 linear logi).819 One of the onsequenes of this resoure-sensitivity is that every solution of820 an underspei�ed semanti representation of a linguisti expression preserves821 the semanti ontributions of the parts of the expression. If di�erent parts822 happen to introdue instanes of the same semanti material, then eah instane823 must show up in eah solution.824 E.g., any solution to a onstraint for (65a) must omprise two universal825 quanti�ers. The ontributions of the two DPs may not be onated in the826 38



solution, whih diretly rules out that (65a) and (65b) ould share a reading827 `for every person: he likes himself':828 (65) (a) Everyone likes everyone829 (b) Everyone likes himself830 While this strategy seems natural in that the di�erene between (65a) and831 (65b) need not be stipulated by additional mehanisms, there are ases where832 di�erent instanes of the same semanti material seem to merge in the solutions.833 Reonsider e.g. the ase of Afrikaans past tense marking (66) [= (18)℄ in834 Sailer (2004). This example has two tense markers and three readings. Sailer835 points out that the two instanes of the past tense marker seem to merge in the836 �rst and the seond reading of (66):837 (66) JanJan wouwant.PAST gebelalled hethave838 `Jan wanted to all/Jan wants to have alled/Jan wanted to have alled'839 A diret formalisation of this intuition is possible if one relates fragments840 in terms of subexpressionhood , as in the underspei�ed analyses in the LRS841 framework (Rihter & Sailer 2006; see also the disussion in Kallmeyer & Rihter842 2006). If onstraints introdue idential fragments as subexpressions of a larger843 fragment, these fragments an but need not oinide in the solutions of the844 onstraints.845 For the readings of (18), the onstraint (simpli�ed) is (67a):846 (67) (a) h[PAST()℄� ; [PAST(�)℄�; [want0(j;^�)℄� ; [all0(j)℄�; � / �; � / Æ; � /847 Æ; � / ; � / �; � / �i848 39



(b) PAST(want0(j;^ (all0(j))))849 In prose: The two PAST- and the want-fragments are subexpressions of850 (relation `/') the whole expression (as represented by the variables � or Æ), while851 the all-fragment is a subexpression of the arguments of the PAST operators852 and the intensionalised seond argument of want . This onstraint desribes853 all three semanti representations in (19); e.g., to derive (67b) [= (19b)℄, the854 following equations are needed: � = Æ = � = �,  = � = �, and � = �. The855 ruial equation here is � = �, whih equates two fragments (not a fragment856 and a variable or two variables). (Additional mahinery is needed to blok857 unwanted readings where both PAST operators show up outside or inside the858 sope of want . See Sailer 2004 for details.)859 This approah is more powerful than resoure-sensitive formalisms. The860 prie one has to pay for this additional power is the need to ontrol expliitly861 whether idential material may or may not oinide (see e.g. the analyses in862 Rihter & Sailer 2006 on negative onord).863 3.5 Expressivity and ompatness864 The standard approah to evaluate an underspei�ation formalisms is to apply865 it to hallenging ambiguous examples and to hek whether there is an expres-866 sion of the formalism that an express all and only the attested readings of867 the example. As expounded in setion 3.1, examples like (68) [= (41)℄ serve as868 benhmark tests, and any reasonable underspei�ation formalism must provide869 an expression that exompasses exatly the �ve representations of the example.870 40



(68) Every researher of a ompany saw most samples871 However, what if these readings are ontextually restrited, or, if the sen-872 tene has only four readings, as laimed by Kallmeyer & Romero 2008) and873 others, laking the reading (46b) with the sope ordering 9 >most0 > 8?874 Underspei�ation approahes that model sope in terms of partial order875 between fragments of semanti representations run into problems already with876 the seond of these possibilities: Any onstraint set that enompasses the four877 readings in whihmost0 has highest or lowest sope also overs the �fth reading878 (46b) (Ebert 2005). This means that suh underspei�ation formalisms are879 not expressive in the sense of K�onig & Reyle (1999) or (Ebert 2005), sine they880 annot represent any subset of readings of an ambiguous expression.881 The formalisms are of di�erent expressivity, e.g., approahes that model882 quanti�er sope by lists (suh as Alshawi 1992) are less expressive than those883 that use dominane relations, or sope lists together with an expliit ordering of884 list elements as in Fox & Lappin's (2005) Property Theory with Curry Typing.885 Fully expressive is the approah of Koller, Regneri & Thater (2008), whih886 uses Regular Tree Grammars for sope underspei�ation. Rules of these gram-887 mars expand nonterminals into tree fragments. E.g., the rule S ! f(A;B)888 expands S into a tree whose mother is labelled by f , and whose hildren are889 the subtrees to be derived by expanding the nonterminals A and B.890 Koller, Regneri & Thater (2008) show that dominane onstraints an be891 translated into RTGs, e.g., the onstraint (69) [= (42)℄ for the semantis of (41)892 is translated into (70).893 41



(69)
29y:ompany0(y) ^2 of 0(x; y)8x:(researher0(x) ^2) !2 see0(x; z)most0(sample0; �z:2)894 (70) f1-5g ! 9omp(f2-5g) f1-4g ! 9omp(f1g; f2-4g)f1-5g ! 8res(f1-2g; f4-5g) f1-2g ! 9omp(f2g)f1-5g ! most(f1-4g) f2-4g ! 8res(f2g; f3g)f2-5g ! 8res(f2g; f4-5g) f4-5g ! most(f4g)f2-5g ! most(f2-4g) f2g ! off1-4g ! 8(f1-2g; f4g) f4g ! see895 In (70), the fragments of (69) are addressed by numbers, 1, 3, and 5 are the896 fragments for inde�nite, de�nite, andmost-DP, respetively, and 2 and 4 are the897 fragments for of and see. All nonterminals orrespond to parts of onstraints;898 they are abbreviated as sequenes of fragments. E.g., f2-5g orresponds to the899 whole onstraint exept the existential fragment.900 Rules of the RTG speify on the right hand side the root of the partial901 onstraint introdued on the left hand side, for instane, the �rst rule expresses902 wide sope of a ompany over the whole sentene. The RTG (70) yields the903 same �ve solutions as (69).904 In (70), the reading 9 >most0 > 8 an be exluded easily, by removing the905 prodution rule f2-5g ! most(f2-4g): This leaves only one expansion rule for906 f2-5g. Sine f2-5g emerges only as hild of 9omp with widest sope, only 8res907 42



an be the root of the tree below widest-sope 9omp. This shows that RTGs908 are more expressive than dominane onstraints or a variant thereof.909 In more involved ases, restriting the set of solutions is less simple: One910 must sometimes distinguish di�erent versions of the same partial onstraint with911 respet to their derivation history, whih must then be expanded separately by912 di�erent rules. (E.g., even in the simple example (70), f1-2g an be derived in913 two di�erent ways, as it appears on the right of two prodution rules.) But this914 means that RTGs usually get larger if one wants to exlude spei� solutions.915 This last observation points to another property of underspei�ation for-916 malisms that is interdependent with expressivity, viz., ompatness: A (some-917 times tait) assumption is that underspei�ation formalisms should be able to918 haraterise a set of readings of an ambiguous expression in terms of a repre-919 sentation that is shorter or more eÆient than an enumeration (or disjuntion)920 of all the readings (K�onig & Reyle 1999). Ebert (2005) de�nes this intuitive921 notion of ompatness in the following way: An underspei�ation formalism922 is ompat i� the maximal length of the representations is at most polynomial923 (with respet to the number of sope-bearing elements).924 Ebert shows that there is a trade-o� between expressivity and ompatness,925 and that no underspei�ation formalism an be both expressive and ompat926 in his sense at the same time.927
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4. Motivation928 This setion outlines a number of motivations for the introdution and use of929 semanti underspei�ation formalisms.930 4.1 Funtionality of the syntax-semantis interfae931 The �rst motivation for semanti underspei�ation formalisms lies in the syntax-932 semantis interfae: Semanti underspei�ation is one way of keeping the map-933 ping from syntax to semantis funtional in spite of semantially and synta-934 tially homogeneous ambiguities like (27). These expressions an be analysed935 in terms of a single syntati struture even though they have several readings.936 This seems in onit with the funtional nature of semanti interpretation,937 whih assoiates one spei� syntati struture with only one single semanti938 struture (see Westerst�ahl 1998 and Hodges 2001).939 Competing approahes to the syntax-semantis interfae either multiply940 syntati strutures for semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguities941 (one for eah reading) of relinquish the funtionality of the syntax-semantis942 interfae altogether to aommodate these ambiguities.943 4.1.1 Multiplying syntati strutures944 Syntati strutures an be multiplied in two ways. First, one an postulate the945 funtional relation between syntati derivation trees (a syntati struture and946 its derivation history) and semanti strutures rather than between syntati947 and semanti strutures. This strategy shows up in Montague's (1974) aount948 44



of quanti�er sope ambiguity and in approahes like Hoeksema (1985). This949 strategy is motivated by the de�nition of semanti interpretation as a homomor-950 phism from the syntati to the semanti algebra (every syntati operation is951 translated into a semanti one), but demotes the semanti struture that results952 from this derivation by giving the pride of plae to the derivation itself.953 Seond, one an model the ambiguous expressions as syntatially heteroge-954 neous. This means that eah reading orresponds to a unique syntati stru-955 ture (on a semantially relevant syntati level). Syntati heterogeneity an956 then emerge either through di�erent ways of ombining the parts of the ex-957 pression (whih themselves need not be ambiguous), through systemati lexial958 ambiguity of spei� parts of the expression whih enfores di�erent ways of959 ombining them syntatially, or through systemati lexial ambiguity of parts960 of the expression whih are nevertheless ombined uniformly.961 The �rst way of making the relevant expressions syntatially heterogeneous962 is implemented in Generative Grammar . Here syntati strutures unique to963 spei� readings show up on the level of Logial Form (LF). For instane,964 quanti�er sope is be determined by (overt) DP movement and adjuntion965 (mostly, to a suitable S node); relative sope between quanti�ers an then be966 put down to relations of -ommand between the respetive DPs on LF (Heim967 & Kratzer 1998). (The standard de�nition of -ommand is that a onstituent968 A -ommands another onstituent B if A does not dominate B and vie versa969 and the lowest branhing node that dominates A also dominates B.)970 The seond way of induing syntati heterogeneity is to assume that spei�971 lexial items are ambiguous beause they our in di�erent syntati ategories.972 45



This means that depending on their reading they ombine with other on-973 stituents in di�erent ways syntatially. E.g., Combinatory Categorial Gram-974 mar (CCG) inorporates rules of type raising , whih hange the syntati at-975 egory and hene also the ombinatory potential of lexial items. For instane,976 an expression of ategory X an beome one of type T=(TnX), i.e., a T whih977 laks to its right a T laking an X to its left. If X = DP and T = S, a DP978 beomes a sentene without a following VP, sine the VP is a sentene without979 a preeding DP (SnDP).980 Hendriks (1993) and Steedman (2000) point out that these rules ould be981 used for modelling quanti�er sope ambiguities in terms of syntatially hetero-982 geneous ambiguity: Syntati type raising hanges the syntati ombinatory983 potential of the involved expressions, whih may hange the order in whih the984 expressions are ombined in the syntati onstrution. This in turn a�ets985 the order of ombining elements in semanti onstrution. In partiular, if a986 DP is integrated later than another one (DP0), then DP gets wide sope over987 DP0: The semantis of DP is applied to a semanti representation that already988 omprises the semanti ontribution of DP0.989 In an example suh as (27), the two readings ould thus emerge by either990 �rst forming a VP and then ombining it with the subjet (wide sope for the991 subjet), or by forming a onstituent out of subjet and verb, whih is then992 ombined with the objet (whih onsequently gets widest sope).993 Finally, syntati heterogeneity an be due to lexial ambiguity that does994 not a�et the syntati ombinatory potential of the involved expressions. This995 approah is instantiated by Hendriks's (1993) Flexible Montague Grammar and996 46



Sailer's (2000) Lexialized Flexible Ty2 . These approahes want to retain the997 semanti exibility of interpretation without making it dependent on syntati998 exibility. The basi idea is that spei� onstituents (in partiular, verbs and999 their arguments) have an (in priniple unlimited yet systematially related) set1000 of interpretations. This ambiguity an be inherited by expressions that these1001 onstituents are part of, but this does not inuene the onstituent struture1002 of the expression, beause all readings of these onstituents are of the same1003 syntati ategory.1004 Every lexial entry is given a maximally simple interpretation, whih an1005 then be hanged by general rules suh as Argument Raising (AR). E.g., love1006 would (in an extensional framework) be introdued as a relation between two1007 arguments, and twofold appliation of AR an return the �-terms in (71), whose1008 di�erene is due to the di�erent order of applying AR to the arguments:1009 (71) (a) �Y �X:X(�x:Y (�y:love0(x; y)))1010 (b) �Y �X:Y (�y:X(�x:love0(x; y)))1011 Applying these �-terms to the semanti representations of a man and every1012 woman (in this order, whih follows the syntati struture in (2)) then returns1013 the two semanti representations in (28).1014 4.1.2 Giving up funtionality of the syntax-semantis interfae1015 Other researhers rejet the semantially motivated multipliation of syntati1016 strutures for the relevant ambiguous syntati expressions and give up the1017 funtionality of the syntax-semantis interfae instead. One syntati struture1018 47



may thus orrespond to several readings, whih is due to a less strit oupling1019 of syntati and semanti onstrution rules.1020 This strategy is implemented in Cooper store approahes (Cooper 1983),1021 where spei� syntati operations are oupled to more than one orresponding1022 semanti operation in the syntax-semantis interfae. In partiular, the synta-1023 ti ombination of a DP with a syntati struture S may lead to the immediate1024 ombination of the semanti ontributions of both DP and S or to appending1025 the DP semantis to a list of DP interpretations (the `store'). Subsequently,1026 material an be retrieved from the store for any sentene onstituent, whih1027 is then ombined with the semanti representation of the sentene onstituent.1028 This gives the desired exibility to derive sopally di�erent semanti represen-1029 tations like in (28) from uniform syntati strutures like (2). The approah1030 of Woods (1967, 1978) works in a similar fashion: Semanti ontributions of1031 DPs are olleted separately from the main semanti representation; they an1032 be ombined with this main semanti representation immediately or later.1033 Another approah of this kind is Steedman (2007). Here non-universal quan-1034 ti�ers and their sope with respet to universal quanti�ers are modelled in terms1035 of Skolem funtions. (See Kallmeyer & Romero 2008 for further disussion of1036 this strategy.) These funtions an have arguments for variables bound by1037 universal quanti�ers to express the fat that they are outsoped by these quan-1038 ti�ers. Consider e.g. the two readings of (27) in Skolem notation:1039 (72) (a) 8x:woman0(x)!man0(sk1) ^ love0(x; sk1) (`one man for all1040 women')1041 48



(b) 8x:woman0(x)!man0(sk2(x)) ^ love0(x; sk2(x)) (`a possibly1042 di�erent man per woman')1043 For the derivation of the di�erent readings of a sopally underspei�ed ex-1044 pression, Steedman uses underspei�ed Skolem funtions, whih an be spei�ed1045 at any point in the derivation w.r.t. its environment , viz., the tuple of variables1046 bound by universal quanti�ers so far. For (27), the semantis of a man would1047 be represented by �Q:Q(skolem0(man0)), where skolem0 is a funtion from1048 properties P and environments E to generalised skolem terms like f(E), where1049 P holds of f(E).1050 The term �Q:Q(skolem0(man0)) an be spei�ed at di�erent steps in the1051 derivation, with di�erent results: Immediately after the DP has been formed1052 spei�ation returns a Skolem onstant like sk1 in (72a), beause the environ-1053 ment is still empty. After ombining the semantis of the DPs and the verb,1054 the environment is the 1-tuple omprising the variable x bound by the univer-1055 sal quanti�er from the subjet DP, hene, spei�ation at that point yields a1056 skolem term like sk2(x).1057 This sketh of ompeting approahes to the syntax-semantis interfae shows1058 that the funtionality of this interfae (or, an attempt to uphold it in spite of1059 semantially and syntatially homogeneous ambiguous expressions) an be a1060 motivation for underspei�ation: Funtionality is preserved for suh an ex-1061 pression diretly in that there is a funtion from its syntati struture to its1062 underspei�ed semanti representation that enompasses all its readings.1063
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4.2 Ambiguity and negation1064 Semanti underspei�ation also helps avoiding problems with disjuntive rep-1065 resentations of the meaning of ambiguous expressions that show up under nega-1066 tion: Negating an ambiguous expression is intuitively interpreted as the disjun-1067 tion of the negated expressions, i.e., one of the readings of the expressions is1068 denied. However, if the meaning of the expression itself is modelled as the dis-1069 juntion of its readings, the negated expression emerges as the negation of the1070 disjuntions, whih is equivalent to the onjuntion of the negated readings,1071 i.e., every reading of the expression is denied, whih runs ounter to intuitions.1072 E.g., for (27) suh a semanti representation an be abbreviated as (73),1073 whih turns into (74) after negation:1074 (73) 89 _ 981075 (74) :(89 _ 98) = :89 ^ :981076 However, if we model the meaning of the ambiguous expression as the set1077 of its fully spei�ed readings, and assume that understanding suh an expres-1078 sion proeeds by forming the disjuntion of this set, these interpretations follow1079 diretly. For (27), the meaning is thus f89;98g. The assertion of (1) is under-1080 stood as the disjuntion of its readings f89;98g; its denial, as the disjuntion1081 of its readings f:89;:98g, whih yields the desired interpretation (van Eijk1082 & Pinkal 1996).1083 For examples more involved than (27), the most eÆient strategy of desrib-1084 ing these set of readings would then be to desribe their elements rather than1085 50



to enumerate them, whih then alls for underspei�ation.1086 4.3 Underspei�ation in Natural Langugage Proessing1087 One of the strongest motivations for semanti underspei�ation was its attra-1088 tiveness for Natural Language Proessing (NLP).1089 The �rst issue for whih underspei�ation is very useful is the fat that1090 simple expository examples like (27) hide the fat that sope ambiguity reso-1091 lution an be really hard - even for human analysts, and thus even more for1092 NLP systems. E.g., in a small orpus study on quanti�er sope in the CHORUS1093 projet at the University of the Saarland (using the NEGRA orpus; Brants,1094 Skut & Uszkoreit 2003), roughly 10% of the sentenes with more than one1095 sope-bearing element were problemati, e.g., the slightly simpli�ed (75):1096 (75) Alleall Teilnehmerpartiipants erhaltenreeive eina Handbuhhandbook1097 `All partiipants reeive a handbook'1098 The interpretation of (75) is that the same kind of handbook is given to every1099 partiipant, but that everyone gets his own opy. I.e., the sope between the1100 DPs interats with a type-token ambiguity: an existential quanti�ation over1101 handbook types outsopes the universal quanti�ation over partiipants, whih1102 in turn gets sope over an existential quanti�ation over handbook tokens.1103 For those examples, underspei�ation is useful to allow a semanti repre-1104 sentation for NLP systems at all, beause it does not fore the system to make1105 arbitrary hoies and nevertheless returns a semanti analysis of the examples.1106 51



But the utility of underspei�ation for NLP is usually disussed with ref-1107 erene to eÆieny , beause this tehnique allows one to evade the problem1108 of ombinatorial explosion (Poesio 1996; Ebert 2005). The problem is that in1109 many ases, the number of readings of an ambiguous expression gets too large1110 to be generated and enumerated, let alone to be handled eÆiently in further1111 modules of an NLP system (e.g., for Mahine Translation). This argumentation1112 needs a slight modi�ation, however: Player (2004) points out that ambiguity1113 would not be a problem if there were systems that ould derive the respetive1114 preferred reading with suÆient auray.1115 Deriving an underspei�ed representation of an ambiguous expression that1116 aptures only the ommon ground between its readings and fully deriving a1117 reading only by need is less ostly than generating all possible interpretations1118 and then seleting the relevant one.1119 What is more, there are ases in whih a omplete disambiguation is not1120 even neessary . In these ases, postponing ambiguity resolution, and resolving1121 ambiguity only on demand makes NLP systems more eÆient. E.g., sope am-1122 biguities are in many ases irrelevant for translation, therefore it would be a1123 waste of time to try and �nd the intended reading of a sopally ambiguous ex-1124 pression: After all, its translation into the target language would be ambiguous1125 in the same way again. This was the reason why for instane the Verbmobil1126 projet (mahine translation of spontaneous spoken dialogue; Wahlster 2000)1127 used a sopally underspei�ed semanti representation (Shiehlen 2000).1128 That ombinatorial explosion is indeed a problem for NLP that suggests1129 the use of underspei�ation (pae Player 2004) beomes evident if one looks1130 52



at the analyses of onrete NLP systems. The large number of readings that1131 are attributed to linguisti expressions have to do with the fat that, �rst, the1132 number of sope-bearing onstituents per expression is underestimated (there1133 are many more suh onstituents in addition to DPs, e.g., negation, modal verbs,1134 quantifying adverbials like three times or again), and, seond and muh worse,1135 there is the problem of spurious ambiguities that ome in during syntati and1136 semanti analysis of the expressions.1137 Koller, Regneri & Thater (2008) investigated the Rondane Treebank (un-1138 derspei�ed representations of sentenes from the domain of Norwegian tourist1139 information in MRS, distributed as part of the English Resoure Grammar,1140 Copestake & Flikinger 2000) and found that 5% of the representations in this1141 treebank have more than 650 000 solutions, reord holder is the (rather innou-1142 ous looking) sentene (76) with about 4:5 � 1012 sope readings:1143 (76) Myrdal is the mountain terminus of the Fl�am rail line (or Fl�amsbana)1144 whih makes its way down the lovely Fl�am Valley (Fl�amsdalen) to its1145 sea-level terminus at Fl�am.1146 The median number of sope readings per sentene is 56 (Koller, Regneri1147 & Thater 2008), so, short of applying spei� measures to eliminate spurious1148 ambiguities (see setion 6.2), ombinatorial explosion de�nitely is a problem for1149 semanti analysis in NLP.1150 In reent years, underspei�ation has turned out to very useful for NLP1151 in another way, viz., in that underspei�ed semantis emerges as an interfae1152 bridging the gap between deep and shallow proessing. To ombine the ad-1153 53



vantages of both kinds of proessing (auray vs. robustness and speed), both1154 an be ombined in NLP appliations (hybrid proessing). The results of deep1155 and shallow syntati proessing an straightforwardly be integrated on the se-1156 manti level (instead of ombining the results of deep and shallow syntati1157 analyses). An example for an arhiteture for hybrid proessing is the `Heart1158 of Gold' developed in the projet `DeepThought' (Callmeier et al. 2004).1159 Sine shallow syntati analyses provide only a part of the information to be1160 gained from deep analysis, the semanti information derivable from the results1161 of a shallow parse (e.g., by a part-of-speeh tagger or an NP hunker) an only1162 be a part of the one derived from the results of a deep parse. Underspei�ation1163 formalism an be used to model this kind of partial information as well.1164 For instane, deep and shallow proessing may yield di�erent results with1165 respet to argument linking: NP hunkers (as opposed to systems of deep pro-1166 essing) do not relate verbs and their syntati arguments, e.g., experiener and1167 patient in (77). Any semanti analysis based on suh a hunker will thus fail to1168 identify individuals in NP and verb semantis as in (78):1169 (77) Max saw Mary1170 (78) named(x1, Max), see(x2, x3), named(x4, Mary)1171 Semanti representations of di�erent depths must be ompatible in order1172 to ombine results from parallel deep and shallow proessing or to transform1173 shallow into deep semanti analyses by adding further piees of information.1174 Thus, the semanti representation formalism must be apable of separating the1175 semanti information from di�erent soures appropriately. E.g., information on1176 54



argument linking should be listed separately, thus, a full semanti analysis of1177 (77) should look like (79) rather than (80). Robust MRS (Copestake 2003) is1178 an underspei�ation formalism that was designed to ful�ll this demand:1179 (79) named(x1, Max), see(x2, x3), named(x4, Mary), x1 = x2, x3 = x41180 (80) named(x1, Max), see(x1, x4), named(x4, Mary)1181 4.4 Semanti onstrution1182 Finally, underspei�ation formalisms turn out to be interesting from the per-1183 spetive of semanti onstrution in general, independently of the issue of am-1184 biguity. This interest is based on two properties of these formalisms, viz., their1185 portability and their exibility .1186 First, underspei�ation formalisms do not presuppose a spei� syntati1187 analysis (whih would do a ertain amount of preproessing for the mapping1188 from syntax to semantis, like the mapping from surfae struture to Logial1189 Form in Generative Grammar). Therefore the syntax-semantis interfae an1190 be de�ned in a very transparent fashion, whih makes the formalisms very1191 portable in that they an be oupled with di�erent syntati formalisms. Fig. 11192 lists some of the realised ombinations of syntati and semanti formalisms:1193 Seond, the exibility of the interfaes that are needed to derive underspe-1194 i�ed representations of ambiguous expressions is also available for unambiguous1195 ases that pose a hallenge for any syntax-semantis interfae. E.g., semanti1196 onstrution for the modi�ation of modi�ers and inde�nite pronouns like ev-1197 eryone is a problem, beause the types of funtor (semantis of the modi�er)1198 55



HPSG LFG (L)TAGMRS Copestake et al. Oepen et al. Kallmeyer and(2005) (2004) Joshi (1999)GLS Asudeh and Dalrymple Frank and vanCrouh (2001) (2001) Genabith (2001)UDRT Frank and van Genabith and Cimiano andReyle (1995) Crouh (1999) Reyle (2005)HS Chaves Kallmeyer and(2002) Joshi (2003)Figure 1: Realised ouplings of underspei�ation formalisms and syntax for-malisms
and argument (semantis of the modi�ed expression) do not �t: The PP seman-1199 tis is a funtion from properties to properties, the semantis of the pronoun1200 as well as the one of the whole modi�ation struture are sets of properties.1201 (81) everyone in this room1202 Interfaes for the derivation of underspei�ed semanti representations for1203 examples like (27) an be reused to perform this semanti onstrution, see Egg1204 2004 and Egg 2006) for the semanti onstrution of (81) and of many more1205 examples of that kind. Similarly, Rihter & Sailer (2006) use their underspe-1206 i�ation formalism to handle semanti onstrution for unambiguous ases of1207 negative onord.1208 56



The analyses of Rihter and Sailer and of Egg highlight the fat that for these1209 unambiguous expressions, the use of underspei�ation formalisms requires a1210 areful ontrol of the solutions of the resulting onstraints: These onstraints1211 must have a single solution only (sine the expressions are unambiguous), but1212 underspei�ation onstraints were designed primarily for the representation1213 of ambiguous expressions, whose onstraints have several solutions. Therefore,1214 potential ambiguity must be bloked to avoid unwanted overgeneration.1215 5. Semanti underspei�ation and the syntax-semantis inter-1216 fae1217 In this setion, I will sketh the basi interfae strategy to derive underspei�ed1218 semanti strutures from (surfae-oriented) syntati strutures. The strategy1219 onsists in deliberately not speifying sope relations between potentially so-1220 pally ambiguous onstituents of an expression, e.g., in the syntax-semantis1221 interfaes desribed for UDRT (Frank & Reyle 1995), MRS (Copestake et al.1222 2005), CLLS (Egg, Koller & Niehren 2001) or Hole Semantis (Bos 2004).1223 To derive underspei�ed semanti strutures, expliit bookkeeping of spei�1224 parts of these strutures is neessary. These parts have `addresses' (e.g., the1225 labels of UDRT or the handles of MRS) that are visible to the interfae rules.1226 This allows interfae rules to address these parts in the subonstituents when1227 they speify how the onstraints of the subonstituents are to be ombined in1228 the onstraints of the emerging new onstituent. (The rules also speify these1229 parts for the onstraint of the new onstituent.) Therefore, these interfaes are1230 57



more powerful than interfaes that only ombine the semanti ontributions of1231 the subonstituents as a whole.1232 As an example, onsider the (greatly simpli�ed) derivation of the under-1233 spei�ed representation (29) of example (27) by means of the syntax-semantis1234 interfae rules (82)-(84). In the interfae, eah atomi or omplex onstituent1235 C is assoiated with a onstraint and has two speial fragments, a top fragment1236 [[Ctop℄℄ (whih handles sope issues) and a main fragment [[C℄℄. These two frag-1237 ments are addressed in the interfae rules as `glue points' where the onstraints1238 of the involved onstituents are put together; eah interfae rule determines1239 these fragments anew for the emerging onstituent. Furthermore, all fragments1240 of the subonstituents are inherited by the emerging onstituent.1241 The �rst rule builds the DP semantis out of the semanti ontributions of1242 determiner and NP:1243 (82) [DP Det NP℄ (SSI)) [[DPS℄℄ : [[Det℄℄([[NP℄℄)(�z:2); [[DPtop ℄℄ = [[Dettop ℄℄ = [[NPtop ℄℄[[DP℄℄ : z1244 In prose: To obtain the seondary DP fragment, apply the main determiner1245 fragment to the main NP fragment and a hole with a �-abstration over a1246 variable that is dominated by the hole and onstitutes by itself the main DP1247 fragment. The top fragments (holes that determine the sope of the DP, beause1248 the top fragment of a onstituent always dominates all its other fragments) of1249 DP, determiner, and NP are idential. (`SSI' indiates that it is a rule of the1250 syntax-semantis interfae.)1251 The main fragment of a VP (of a sentene) emerges by applying the main1252 verb (VP) fragment to the main fragment of the objet (subjet) DP. The top1253 58



fragments of the verb (VP) and its DP argument are idential to the one of the1254 emerging VP (S):1255 (83) [VP V DP℄ (SSI)) [[VP℄℄: [[V℄℄([[DP℄℄); [[VPtop℄℄ = [[Vtop℄℄ = [[DPtop℄℄1256 (84) [S DP VP℄ (SSI)) [[S℄℄: [[VP℄℄([[DP℄℄); [[Stop℄℄ = [[DPtop℄℄ = [[VPtop℄℄1257 We assume that for all lexial entries, main and seondary fragments are1258 idential to the standard semanti representation (e.g., for every , we get [[DP℄℄,1259 [[DPS℄℄: �Q�P8x:Q(x ! P (x))), and that in unary projetions like the one of1260 man from N to �N and NP main and seondary fragments are merely inherited.1261 Then the semantis of a man emerges as (85):1262 (85) [[DPtop ℄℄ : 2[[DPS℄℄ : 9y: man0(y)^1263 2[[DP℄℄ : y1264 The ruial point is the deision to let the bound variable be the main1265 fragment in the DP semantis. The intermediate DP fragment between top1266 and main fragment is ignored in further proesses of semanti onstrution.1267 Combining (85) with the semantis of the verb yields (86):1268 (86) [[VPtop ℄℄ : 29y: man0(y)^1269 2[[VP℄℄ : love0(y)1270 Finally, the semantis of every woman, whih is derived in analogy to (85),1271 is ombined with (86) through rule (84). Aording to this rule, the two top1272 59



fragments are identi�ed and the two main fragments are ombined by funtional1273 appliation into the main S fragment, but the two intermediate fragments,1274 whih omprise the two quanti�ers, are not addressed at all, and hene remain1275 dangling in between. The result is the desired dominane diamond:1276 (87) [[Stop ℄℄ : 28x: woman0(x)! 2[[S℄℄ : love0 (x; y)9y: man0(y) ^ 21277 The tehnique of splitting the semanti ontribution of a quantifying DP1278 resurfaes in some way or other in many underspei�ation approahes, among1279 them CLLS, Muskens, and LTAG (Cimiano & Reyle 2005).1280 6. Further proessing of underspei�ed representations1281 So far, this artile has foussed on the underspei�ed representations; the topi1282 of this setion is the derivation of fully spei�ed semanti representations from1283 underspei�ed representations. There are three main methods of doing this, one1284 an either enumerate the set of solutions of a onstraint or derive one solution1285 (or a small set of solutions) in terms of preferenes. The �rst enterprise has1286 been the topi of muh work in omputational approahes to underspei�ation,1287 the seond one has been pursued both in omputational linguistis and in psy-1288 holinguistis. Related to the enumeration of solutions is work on redundany1289 elimination, in whih one tries to avoid enumerating more than one element of1290 every set of equivalent readings. The third line of approah is the attempt to1291 derive (fully spei�ed) information from underspei�ed one by reasoning with1292 underspei�ed representations.1293 60



6.1 Resolution of underspei�ed representations1294 The �rst way of deriving fully spei�ed semanti representations from under-1295 spei�ed representations is to enumerate the readings by resolving the on-1296 straints. For a worked out example of suh a resolution, reonsider the deriva-1297 tion of fully spei�ed interpretations from the set of meaning onstrutors in1298 Glue Language Semantis as expounded in setion 3.1 or the detailed aount1299 of resolving USDL representations in Pinkal (1996).1300 For a number of formalisms, spei� systems, so-alled solvers, are avail-1301 able for this derivation. For MRS representations, there is a solver in the LKB1302 (Linguisti Knowledge Builder) system (Copestake & Flikinger 2000). Blak-1303 burn & Bos (2005) present a solver for Hole Semantis. For the language of1304 dominane onstraints, a number of solvers have been developed (see Koller1305 & Thater 2005 for an overview); the last and most eÆient of these solvers1306 (Koller, Regneri & Thater 2008) translates dominane onstraints into Regular1307 Tree Grammars (see setion 3.5).1308 6.2 Redundany elimination1309 In NLP appliations that use underspei�ation, spurious ambiguities (whih1310 do not orrespond to attested readings) are an additional ompliation, be-1311 ause they drastially enlarge the number of readings assigned to an ambiguous1312 expression. E.g., Koller & Thater (2006) found high numbers of spurious am-1313 biguities in the Rondane Treebank.1314 Hurum's (1988) algorithm, the CLE resolution algorithm (Moran 1988; Al-1315 61



shawi 1992), and Chaves's (2003) extension of Hole Semantis detet spei�1316 ases of equivalent solutions (e.g., when one existential quanti�er immediately1317 dominates another one) and blok all but one of them. The bloking is only1318 e�etive one the solutions are enumerated.1319 In ontrast, Koller & Thater (2006) present an algorithm to redue spuri-1320 ous ambiguities that maps underspei�ed representations on (more restrited)1321 underspei�ed representations. For the Rondane Treebank, Koller & Thater1322 (2006) found that their algorithm redues the number of readings from an av-1323 erage of 56 to an average of 4 ambiguities. In the meantime, this algorithm is1324 outperformed by far by the new redundany elimination algorithm in the WTG1325 approah to underspei�ation of Koller, Regneri & Thater (2008).1326 6.3 Reasoning with underspei�ed representations1327 Sometimes it is possible to dedut fully spei�ed information from an under-1328 spei�ed semanti representation. E.g., if Am�elie is a woman, then (27) allows1329 us to onlude that she loves a man, beause this onlusion is valid no matter1330 whih reading of (27) is hosen. For UDRT (K�onig & Reyle 1999; Reyle 1992;1331 Reyle 1993; Reyle 1996) and Ambiguous Prediate Logi (APL; Jaspars & van1332 Eijk 1996), there are aluli for suh reasoning with underspei�ed represen-1333 tations. van Deemter (1996) disusses di�erent kinds of onsequene relations1334 for this reasoning.1335 As an example for reasoning with underspei�ed representations, onsider1336 Jaspars & van Eijk's (1996) proof of the above onlusion (here woman(x),1337 man0(y), and love0(x; y) are abbreviated as Wx, My and Lxy, respetively;1338 62



see setion 3.2 for further information on APL):1339 (88)13409y:My ^ 8x:Wx! Lxy ` 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy(9y:My ^ 2)8x:Wx! Lxy ` 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy ` 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy(8x:Wx! 2)9y:My ^ Lxy ` 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy(9y:My ^ 2;8x:Wx! 2)Lxy ` 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy1341 The result on the bottom line of (88) an be paraphrased as: `if every woman1342 loves a man, then every woman is involved in a love-relationship to some man1343 or other' (i.e., the underspei�ed representation entails the weaker 89-reading).1344 This then allows the desired onlusion that Am�elie loves a man.1345 The proof starts on the left upper line with the statement that the strong1346 reading entails the weak one. From this one an dedue the laim that an under-1347 spei�ed representation with a single solution (the strong reading) entails this1348 solution. The right upper line is a tautology (the weak reading entails itself),1349 then it follows again that we an derive the statement that an underspei�ed1350 representation with a single solution (the weak reading) entails this solution.1351 The ruial step is the last one, it uses the intuition that if every possible dis-1352 ambiguation of an underspei�ed expression entails �, then the underspei�ed1353 expression itself entails �. Here the underspei�ed expression is (89a), its two1354 possible disambiguations are (89b) and (89), and � is (89d):1355 (89) (a) (9y:My ^2;8x:Wx! 2)Lxy1356 (b) (9y:My ^2)8x:Wx! Lxy1357 () (8x:Wx! 2)9y:My ^ Lxy1358 (d) 8x:Wx! 9y:My ^ Lxy1359
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6.4 Integration of preferenes1360 In many ases of sope ambiguity, the readings are not on a par in that some1361 are more preferred than others. Consider e.g. a slight variation of (27), here1362 the 98-reading is preferred over the 89-reading:1363 (90) A woman loves every man1364 One ould integrate these preferenes into underspei�ed representations of1365 sopally ambiguous expressions to narrow down the number of its readings or1366 to order the generation of solutions (Alshawi 1992).1367 6.4.1 Kinds of preferenes1368 The preferenes disussed in the literature an roughly be divided into three1369 groups. The �rst group have to do with syntati struture, starting with1370 Johnson-Laird's (1969) and Lako�'s (1971) laim that surfae linear order or1371 preedene introdues a preferene for wide sope of the preeding sope-bearing1372 item. Others argue against this laim, e.g., Villalta (2003) presents experimen-1373 tal ounterevidene (she onentrated on wh-elements and DPs that introdue1374 universal quanti�ation).1375 This linear preferene an be interpreted in terms of a syntati on�gura-1376 tion suh as -ommand (e.g., VanLehn 1978), sine in a right-branhing binary1377 phrase-marker preeding onstituents -ommand the following ones.1378 However, these preferenes are not universally valid: Kurtzman & MaDon-1379 ald (1993) report a lear preferene for wide sope of the embedded DP in the1380 64



ase of nested quanti�ation as in (91). Here the inde�nite artile preedes (and1381 -ommands) the embedded DP, but the 89-reading is nevertheless preferred:1382 (91) I met a researher from every university1383 Hurum (1988) and VanLehn (1978) make the preferene of sope-bearing1384 items to take sope outside the onstituent they are diretly embedded in also1385 dependent on the ategory of that onstituent (e.g., muh stronger for items1386 inside PPs than items inside in�nite lauses).1387 The sope preferene algorithm of Gamb�ak & Bos (1998) give sope-bearing1388 non-heads (omplements and adjunts) in binary-branhing syntati strutures1389 immediate sope over the respetive head.1390 The seond group of preferenes fousses on grammatial funtions and the-1391 mati roles. Funtional hierarhies have been proposed that indiate preferene1392 to take wide sope in Ioup (1975) (92a) and VanLehn (1978) (92b):1393 (92) (a) topi > deep and surfae subjet > deep subjet or surfae subjet1394 > indiret objet > prepositional objet > diret objet1395 (b) preposed PP, topi NP > subjet > (omplement in) sentential or1396 adverbial PP > (omplement in) verb phrase PP > objet1397 While Ioup ombines themati and funtional properties in her hierarhy (by1398 inluding the notion of `deep subjet'), Pafel (2005) distinguishes grammatial1399 funtions (only subjet and sentential adverb) and themati roles (strong and1400 weak patienthood) expliitly.1401 There is a ertain amount of overlap between strutural preferenes and the1402 funtional hierarhies, at least in a language like English: Here DPs higher on1403 65



the funtional hierarhy also tend to -ommand DPs lower on the hierarhy,1404 beause they are more likely to surfae as subjets.1405 The third group of preferenes addresses the quanti�ers (or, the determiners1406 expressing them) themselves. Ioup (1975) and VanLehn (1978) introdue a1407 hierarhy of determiners:1408 (93) eah > every > a > all > most > many > several > some (plural) > a1409 few1410 (Ioup laims that the size of the set spei�ed by the quanti�er determines1411 the position of the orresponding determiner on this hierarhy. The inde�nite1412 determiner and some (singular) do not �t this laim and are therefore not1413 inluded in the hierarhy, w.r.t. sope preferene, they ould be plaed between1414 every and all, however.)1415 CLE inorporates suh preferene rules, too (Moran 1988; Alshawi 1992),1416 e.g., the rule that eah outsopes other determiners, and that negation is1417 outsoped by some and outsopes every .1418 Some of these preferenes an be put down to a more general preferene for1419 logially weaker interpretations, in partiular, the tendeny of universal quan-1420 ti�ers to outsope existential ones (reall that the 89-reading of sentenes like1421 (27) is weaker than the 98-reading; VanLehn 1978; Moran 1988; Alshawi 1992).1422 Similarly, sope of the negation above every and below some returns existential1423 statements, whih are weaker than the (unpreferred) alternative sopings (uni-1424 versal statements) in that they do not make a laim about the whole domain.1425 Pafel (2005) lists further properties, among them fous and disourse bind-1426 66



ing (whether a DP refers to an already established set of entities, as e.g. in few1427 of the books as opposed to few books).1428 6.4.2 Interation of preferenes1429 It has been argued that the whole range of quanti�er sope e�ets an only be1430 aounted for in terms of an interation of di�erent priniples.1431 Fodor (1982) and Hurum (1988) assume an interation between linear pree-1432 dene and the determiner hierarhy, whih is orroborated by experimental re-1433 sults of Filik, Paterson & Liversedge (2004). They show that a onit of these1434 priniples leads to longer reading times.1435 The results of Filik, Paterson & Liversedge (2004) are also ompatible with1436 the preditions of Ioup (1975), who puts down soping preferenes to an in-1437 teration of the funtional and quanti�er hierarhy. To get wider sope than1438 another quanti�er in the same sentene, it is important to sore high on both1439 hierarhies. Kurtzman & MaDonald (1993) present empirial evidene for this1440 interation. They point to a lear ontrast between sentenes like (94a) [=(27)℄1441 and their passive version (94b), where the lear preferene of (94a) for the1442 89-reading is no longer there:1443 (94) (a) Every woman loves a man1444 (b) A man is loved by every woman1445 If preferenes were determined by a single priniple, one would expet a1446 preferene for the passive version, too, either one for its (new) subjet, or for1447 the by-PP (the former demoted subjet).1448 67



Kurtzman & MaDonald (1993) argue that the interation of a syntax-1449 oriented priniple with the themati role priniple an aount for these �nd-1450 ings. The priniples agree on the sope preferene for the subjet in the ative1451 sentene, but onit in the ase of the passive sentene, whih onsequently1452 exhibits no lear-ut sope preferene.1453 The interation between linear ordering/themati hierarhy and the posi-1454 tion of the inde�nite artile w.r.t. the universally quantifying every and eah1455 on the quanti�er hierarhy is explained by Fodor (1982) and Kurtzman & Ma-1456 Donald (1993) in that it is easier to interpret inde�nite DPs in terms of a single1457 referent than in terms of several ones. The seond, more omplex interpretation1458 must be motivated, e.g., in the ontext of an already proessed universal quan-1459 ti�er, whih suggests several entities, one for eah of the entities over whih the1460 universal quanti�er quanti�es.1461 The most involved model of interating preferenes for quanti�er sope is1462 the one of Pafel (2005). He introdues no less than eight properties of quan-1463 ti�ers that are relevant for sope preferenes, among them syntati position,1464 grammatial funtion, themati role, disourse binding and fous. The sores1465 for the di�erent properties are added up for eah quanti�er, the properties arry1466 weights that were determined empirially.1467 7. Referenes14681469 Alshawi, Hiyan (ed.) 1992. The Core Language Engine. Cambridge: MIT Press.1470 Alshawi, Hiyan & Rihard Crouh 1992. Monotoni semanti interpretation. In:1471 68
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